Abstract. Classical fixed point theorems often begin with the assumption that we have a mapping P of a non-empty, closed, bounded, convex set G in a Banach space into itself. Then a number of conditions are added which will ensure that there is at least one fixed point in the set G . These fixed point theorems have been very effective with many problems in applied mathematics, particularly for integral equations containing a term
Introduction
By way of a quadratic integral equation we offer an elementary alternative to Darbo's fixed point theorem and measures of non-compactness, lift the growth requirements in both x and t found in the Darbo method, and develop a method for finding a fixed point mapping set. Our method is progressive contractions and it yields a unique global fixed point. The uniqueness then automatically yields asymptotic stability [3] as defined by Banas and Rzepka [1] to deal with the non-uniqueness from Darbo's theorem. Briefly, a solution x is asymptotically stable if for any ε > 0 there is a T > 0 such that for any other solution y then t > T implies that |x(t) − y(t)| < ε .
Integral equations of the form
x(t) = g(t, x(t)) +
t 0
A(t − s)v(t, s, x(s))ds
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have been studied very effectively by means of a number of classical fixed point theorems because of compactness of the integral operator [4] . They are of the exact form for Krasnoselskii's fixed point theorem for the sum of two operators when g is a contraction, v is continuous, and A satisfies mild conditions [10, p. 31] .
There is a large class of integral equations from diverse areas of applied mathematics of that form which can be handled in the same way illustrated here. But there are calculations which are very important to understand and so we will focus on an exact form of A and deal with the equation
x(t) = g(t, x(t)) + f (t, x(t))
where 0 < β < 1 and the functions f and v satisfy a type of Lipschitz condition with respect to x . That poses a growth condition in x which we are able to remove as shown in Section 3. This equation was studied in a very informative paper by Darwish and Henderson [7] . The challenge here is that the coefficient function f destroys the compactness of the integral part of the map. We refer to a paper by Darwish [6] for a description of a wide set of real-world problems governed by this equation.
With the failure of the integral term to define a compact map, investigators have turned to Darbo's fixed point theorem and measures of non-compactness to obtain a non-unique global solution. It is most informative to study the conditions on f and v and the subsequent calculations found in Darwish and Henderson [7, pp. 76-82] .
The idea here is to examine Darbo's fixed point theorem which we found in our three motivating papers [6, p. 48] , [7, p. 78] , and [1, p. 2] which differ in several ways, but an in-depth study is found in [8] . In spite of differences there is the common theme that there is a Banach space (B, · ) containing a non-empty, closed, bounded, convex set G with a continuous mapping P : G → G which is a contraction with respect to a measure of non-compactness.
In our effort to offer an elementary alternative we focus on all except the last. That is, suppose that we take from this theorem only the condition that the natural mapping defined by (1) does map such a set G into itself. By asking that g be a contraction and that f and v satisfy Lipschitz type conditions in the set G itself, can we conclude that there is a unique global solution of (1) residing in G? Moreover, Darbo's theorem does not give uniqueness which can be extremely important in real-world problems since G may have been constructed to include only points favorable to the problem at hand, while some points outside G could promote a disaster.
The method we employ is called progressive contractions and it is critical to note that it only applies to Volterra operators which are non-anticipative maps extensively discussed in [5, p. 84] . At the risk of belaboring the obvious we feel it is crucial to explain "non-anticipative". It proceeds as follows. For a given set of functions G which map the interval [0, E] → ℜ, if φ ∈ G then the natural mapping defined by (1) is
A fixed point of P is a point φ ∈ G with (Pφ )(t) = φ (t) for 0 t E . In other words,
is an identity in t . In particular, if t 1 > 0 then
which shows us most clearly that φ (t 1 ) depends only on the values of φ for 0 t t 1 .
More to the point, no matter what happens to the fixed point for t > t 1 , the value of the fixed point at t 1 is not changed.
The assumptions and a fixed point
In our work here we begin with the Banach space (B, · E ) of continuous functions φ : [0, E] → ℜ where E is an arbitrary positive number. After finishing our work we will then consider the sequence of fixed points on the intervals
and use a limiting technique to prove that there is a solution on [0, ∞) without any resort to Zorn's lemma as is so often the case [9, p. 42] .
The assumption that the natural mapping P : G → G enables us to consider the pair (G, · E ) as a complete metric space of continuous functions in that closed, bounded, convex, non-empty set G. This is the entire space in which we work. It is complete because it is a closed subset of the Banach space B .
This work is inspired in large measure by a paper by Darwish and Henderson [7] . In that paper the authors assume global Lipschitz conditions controlling the growth rate of a different sort than ours here. Moreover, since ours need only hold in G they can be much less restrictive than if they were global. There are many examples to illustrate this but suffice it to note that f (t, x) = x 2 does satisfy a Lipschitz condition with constant 2D if the bound on G is D. In Section 3 we reduce the growth condition even more.
We will be considering spaces G 1 , .., G n being G restricted to the intervals, respectively, [0,
Here is the merit of the present work. Each P i will become a very simple contraction mapping with unique fixed point φ i . The φ i will piece together to get a unique solution on [0, E]. We will then continue as in the first paragraph of this section to get the global unique solution.
Next, notice that with v continuous, if x is continuous then
Hence, if g is a contraction with solution φ then
and this is a unique solution φ (0). If the solution of (1) is not unique then all others, say φ j , satisfy φ j (0) = φ (0). Now it is imperative that G be chosen so that some function ψ contained in the interior of G satisfies φ (0) = ψ(0) (2) and this is always assumed.
Here are the formal assumptions on f , g, v. We assume that there exist α ∈ (0, 1),
so that there is a unique x(0) with
We also assume that there is a function ψ in the interior of G with
Note that we can find M > 0 with
where r is a bound of the set G.
with
Then, let T ∈ (0, δ ) be such that
where γ ∈ (0, 1 − α) and δ are as in Theorem 1.
We divide the interval [T 1 , E] into n − 1 equal segments of length less than or equal to T . Thus, we have
Now we are starting the process called progressive contractions, a technique we devised some time ago and which has been illustrated in several papers (see, [2] ).
Let G 1 be the complete metric space of functions φ in G restricted to the interval [0, T 1 ] and let (G * 1 , · ) be the complete metric space of all continuous functions φ in G 1 satisfying φ (0) = x(0) with x (0) given in (6) .
To see that this is a complete metric space, let x n be a Cauchy sequence in G * 1 and note that it is also a Cauchy sequence in G 1 which is certainly complete since it is a closed subset of a Banach space. Thus this sequence has a limit in G 1 which is a continuous function and so it is also in G * 1 . Next, notice that if P 1 is P restricted to 0 t T 1 then P :
The metric is that induced by the supremum norm which we will always denote by · letting the context define the interval over which the supremum is taken. We are all set to show that P 1 is a contraction mapping on the complete metric space with a unique fixed point. That will be Step 1. (1) 
and assume that P(G) ⊆ G. Moreover, suppose that the above notation (8)-(10) and conditions (3)-(7) hold and that
for all h ∈ [0, δ ] and any u ∈ [T 1 , E] with T 1 defined in (8) . Then P has a unique fixed point in G. Moreover, as this holds for any E > 0 these fixed points can be parlayed into a unique fixed point on [0, ∞) which is asymptotically stable.
Proof.
Step 1: We will show that the mapping P 1 defined above is a contraction with unique fixed point φ 1 ∈ G * 1 and φ 1 (0) = x(0). Let x, y ∈ G 1 and L * defined in (9), and notice that for t ∈ [0, T 1 ] we have Step 2: Clearly if T 1 = E then there is nothing else to prove, so now we assume that 0 < T 1 (1) by taking
in view of x 1 being the unique solution obtained on the interval [0, T 1 ], the transferred equation is written as
By using s = u + T 1 in the last integral, we see that equation (1) is transferred to the equation
We consider the set G * 2 consisting of continuous functions in G restricted on [0, T 2 ] and coinciding with x 1 on [0, T 1 ], and we define the operator P 2 : G * 2 → B given by
Note that by our hypothesis that P(G) ⊆ G we have that P 2 (G * 2 ) ⊆ G. Furthermore, in view of the definitions of P 2 and x 1 we may see that
and that implies that
Clearly, if a function z satisfies (13) on [0, T ] then by (12) the function
, and so, in order to obtain a (unique) solution to (1) on [0, T 2 ] all we have to do is to prove existence of a (unique) fixed point of the operator P 2 on G * 2 . In fact, as for any z 1 , z 2 ∈ G * 2 it holds
we may restrict ourselves to showing that P 2 given in (15) is a contraction. Firstly we note that for any z 1 , z 2 ∈ G * 2 it holds
As M is a bound of | f | and |v| on the compact set {0 s t E} × [−r, r] and L * is as defined in (9), we have for
and so,
Now let δ , γ > 0 be such that (11) is satisfied. In particular, in view of T ∈ (0, δ ) for u = T 1 we have
thus, by (17), (18) and (19) we have for
and so, taking (16) into consideration we find
where c < 1 is given in (10) . It follows that P 2 is a contraction in G * 2 so it has a unique fixed point x 2 in G * If T 2 = E then the procedure is finalized. Otherwise, as T and δ are independent of T i , (i = 1, ..., n − 1), we may consider the space G * 3 of continuous functions on [0, T 3 = T 2 + T ] coinciding with x 2 on [0, T 2 ] (with the sup norm) and the operator P 3 acting on G * 3 and defined in a way analogous to the definition of P 2 in (14) and (15), yet we employ the same argumentation as in Step 2 to prove existence of a unique solution to (1) on [0, T 3 = T 2 + T ], and so on until we reach T n = E .
To obtain a unique fixed point on [0, ∞) we let E successively be 1, 2, ..., and obtain unique fixed points φ i on [0, i], i = 1, 2, ..., then extend each of those functions to the interval [0, ∞) by letting Φ i (t) = φ i (t) for 0 t i and let Φ i (t) = φ i (i) for t i. Now consider the sequence of functions {Φ i (t)} which converges uniformly on compact sets to a continuous function Φ(t) which is a fixed point on [0, ∞). It is unique because each piece is unique and is asymptotically stable.
While condition (11) seems abstract and rather difficult to verify, the next lemma presents sufficient conditions so that (11) holds true. 
then there are γ , δ > 0 such that (11) is satisfied.
Proof. Firstly we prove that for an arbitrary T ∈ (0, E] the function V (u,t) :
is continuous. Continuity at points (u,t) with t = 0 follows immediately by continuity of L on [0, ∞) and of the integrand on the sets
, in view of the continuity of the function L we may consider only continuity of the integral
say with u u 1 we have
Let N be a bound of
We may easily see that
We find
and note that by uniform continuity of v 1 on S , for ε > 0 there exists a sufficiently small δ > 0 such that for |t| , |u 1 − u| δ we have
and so
from which we infer that
Finally, we find
By (26) and (27) we see that the right-hand-side of (25) tends to zero for t, |u 1 − u| → 0 , which, in view of (24) implies that the right-hand-side of (23) tends to zero when t, |u 1 − u| → 0 , therefore, V 1 is continuous at (u, 0). By continuity of L we conclude that the function V defined by (22) is continuous. Now by continuity we have that V is uniformly continuous on
there exists a δ ∈ (0, E) such that
so, for t 1 = 0, t 2 = t with 0 t δ it holds
Thus, in view of (21) we have for 0
which is (11).
From the proof of Lemma 1 it is clear that it suffices that the supremum in the left-hand-side in the inequality (21) be taken over (0, E]. However, as we want this result to hold for arbitrary E > 0 , in fact we have to require that the inequality hold for the supremum taken over the whole half-line [0, ∞).
An example
Consider the equation (4.1) in [7, pp. 82-83] , namely the equation
In terms of equation (1), here we have
Firstly, we note that for any t 0 and x, y ∈ ℜ we have
that is g is a contraction and (5) is satisfied with α = 1 2π . Furthermore, we see that the function g (x) := g (0, x), x ∈ ℜ, is a contraction, hence the algebraic equation g (0, x) = x , x ∈ ℜ, i.e., the equation
has a unique solution x 0 with
We may easily see that x 0 = 0 and that (6) is verified.
In view of the calculations in [7, pp. 82-83] , we see that taking G := {x ∈ B : x 1} , we have P (G) ⊂ G. As x 0 = 0 ∈ (−1, 1), it follows that the function ψ (t) = 0, t ∈ [0, E] belongs to the interior of G, thus (2) and (7) are satisfied.
Concerning the function f we see that for x 1 , x 2 ∈ ℜ and t 0 it holds One can see that x in the function f has been replaced by x 2 /2 while |x| in the function v has been replaced by x 2m /(2m), m ∈ N. Clearly neither f nor v are Lipschitzian in x on the whole real line, however they are in the set G := {φ ∈ B : ||φ || 1} . It is not difficult to verify that Theorem 1 still applies yielding that the equation has a unique solution x which starts from zero, is defined on [0, ∞) and is bounded by 1 , yet for t 1 it is positive and bounded below by 1 2π arctan (t). In fact, in view of (30) and (31), we may prove that for t → ∞, the unique solution x tends to the (unique) root of the quadratic equation 1 50Γ .
